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vertical lifelines 

Rope Grab Vs. Positioning device

lifeline materials

Ideal for work in climbing, residential construction, and more, vertical lifelines offer 
incredible versatility and functionality. Use in combination with either trailing 
rope/cable grabs or positioning devices.

cable

polydac

polysteel
Always consider swing fall

when not working in line
with your anchor.

Remember!
When calculating fall clearance

Rope Positioning Devices move along rope 
when squeezed and pulled into position by 
the worker. Locks automatically during falls.

Rope Grabs move easily along rope, giving 
workers two free hands. Locks automatically 
during falls.

Resistant to nearly all 
water absorption, and 
will not swell or weaken 
when wet. 

Polydac Rope is highly 
resistant to rot or mildew, 
and offers resistance to 
most alkalis and solvents.

Ideal for permanent 
installation applications, 
cable lifelines are extremely 
resistant to damage.

VS

rope grab rope positioning device
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Polysteel Rope
⅝" polysteel rope with integral snap hook end 

Polydac Rope
⅝" three strand polydac rope with snap hook end 

Polysteel Rope
⅝" polysteel rope with Thimble eye ends

The 5/8” diameter PolySteel Rope is ideal 
for high-moisture environments because it 
limits water absorption and is highly resistant 
to ultraviolet light.

The 3-Strand Polydac Rope is one of the 
strongest conventional ropes available.  
It is highly resistant to rot and mildew,  
and has excellent resistance to alkalis  
and most solvents. 
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Polysteel & Polydac VLA 
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Polysteel VerticaL Lifeline Assembly
includes ⅝" polysteel rope, shock absorber, positioning device, & snap hooks 

Polydac Vertical Lifeline Assembly
includes 3-strand white polydac rope, shock absorber, positioning device,  

18” extension lanyard, & 2 double-locking snap hooks 

PolySteel VLA
& Velocity Harness 

Part # 01320 & 01700

Polydac VLA 
& Monster Harness

Part # 11323 & 493191
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Positioning Device & Grabs

01520Rope positioning device
made with zinc plated steel. fits ropes from ½" to ⅝" in diameter. 

01300Rope Anchor
made with annodized aluminum. 
Stays tight while remaining simple to untie. 

Rope Anchor
Part #01300

zinc-
plated
Steel

antipanic trailing grab 01508

antipanic trailing grab stainless
steel 01509

with 18" ext. lanyard 01500
3' ext. with shock absorber 01503

with shock absorber 01507

Rope Grabs
compatible with ropes ½" to ⅝" in diameter.  
designed to lock automatically in the event of a fall.

The Rope Positioning Device is easy to install and designed to lock 
automatically in the event of a fall. Simply squeeze the Rope Positioning Device 
to unlock and move along the rope.. 

Part # 01503

Part #01500

Part #01508
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The Rope Anchor helps in the installation  
of a vertical lifeline around a structural anchor. 
Rated to withstand loads up to 5,000 lbs.
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Cable Ladder System

The Cable Ladder System is intended for permanent installations, and is ideal for locations where 
workers need to climb to and from a raised location on a regular basis. The Cable Ladder System is 
available in 100’, 200’, and 300’ lengths, and is extremely durable and weather resistant. Workers 
simply need to attach their compatible cable grab to the cable running down the center of the 
ladder, and they are fully protected from falls as they climb.

cable ladder system
made of galvanized steel. 3/8" Diameter Cable.
extremely durable & weather resistant.

100' ladder system kit

200' ladder system kit

300' ladder system kit

04810

04820

04830

• Sealed anchor head with impact attenuator
• Permanently secured forged eye bolt
• Adjustable clamp brackets
• Permanently swaged cable sleeves

Cable Ladder System & Cyclone Tower Harness 
Part # 04810 & 21083
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